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Introduction
•
•
•

Materials and Methods
Characterisation:

The growing and continued increase in use of
Ag-NMs in a variety of applications has led to
concern over potential environment impacts.1,2
Some in vitro studies investigating Ag-NM toxicology
exist3, but little work utilising in vitro techniques for
ecotoxicology developed.

•

Aims of the Study:
1. The characterisation of two common Ag-NM types in two
common cell culture medias used in ecotoxicology.
2. An investigation into the use of the spheroid model in the
assessment of uptake, distribution and toxicology of
Ag-NMs.

We developed a promising in vitro model of rainbow trout
liver using 3D spheroids. This model could be a useful tool
for nano-ecotoxicological testing.4

Uptake and distribution:

Trout hepatic spheroid generation:

1000 spheroids per well (6-well plates) were exposed to either NM1,
NM2 or AgNO3 at 1 mg/L or control media (L-15). Media and
spheroid samples were digested in HNO3 at 100ºC for 60 min.
Total Ag concn. was measured at 0, 1, 3, 6, 24 and 48 hours
by Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry (ICP-MS)
1 Rainbow trout
using established methods.
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L-15

L-15 + 10% FBS

2 Hepatocytes are
disassociated with
collagenase for 20
minutes

liver is perfused in
situ for 10 mins to
clear blood
(Hank’s medium)

Treatment 3
(AgNO3)
Sigma-Aldrich®
Silver nitrate
≥99%
CAS 7761-88-8

Nanomaterial 1 (NM1)
Sigma-Aldrich®
nanosilver 99.5%
contains PVP
CAS 7440-22-4

6

Varian 800
series ICP-MS

Nanomaterial 2 (NM2)
Nottingham University
synthesized nanosilver
contains 30%
dodecanethiol

The characterisation methods included:
• Transmission electron microscopy
(TEM)
• UV-vis spectroscopy

The distribution pattern of Ag
amongst the spheroids was investigated
by the fixation of extra replicates and
investigation by TEM and EnergyDispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDX).

PerkinElmer
Lambda 25

5 Over ~8 days
hepatocytes
form together
into spheroids
of ~500 cells

Toxicology:
The toxicology experiments repeated the spheroid exposures
plus additional AgNO3 concentrations to create a range of 0.01, 0.1,
1 and 10 mg/L. The endpoints were transformation activity (EROD)
and oxidative stress (Glutathione and TBARS). We also assessed
spheroid tissue pathology using TEM images.

Toxicology:

Two types of Ag-NM with divergent surface chemistries investigated:
(a) PVP and (b) dodecanethiol in two common cell culture media
preparations: (a) Leibovitz’s medium (no phenol red; L-15) and (b) L15 supplemented with 10% Foetal Bovine Serum (FBS). Solutions
were ultra-sonicated, left for 24h; the supernatant and precipitate
isolated and separately analysed by a range of complementary
techniques.
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4 Incubate at 15ºC
and oscillated 70 RPM
(media change every 48h)

Results and Discussion

• Phase analysis light scattering (PALS)
• Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS)
Malvern
Instruments
Nano-ZS
Zetasizer

Characterisation:

No differences were found between the TEM images of Ag-NMs, AgNO3 or control exposed spheroid
tissues. Spheroids appear intact and contain similar internal structures across treatments (Fig 3.).
Analysis of the TEM slides investigating Ag distribution (EDX) is in progress so Ag-NM presence within
the spheroid internal tissue is unknown at present, though there doesn't appear to be large agglomerates
on spheroid surfaces like those observed in the characterisation experiments (images not shown).

(a)

3 Wash, count &
seed in 6 well pHEMA
coated plates at 1x106
cells/mL (L-15 + 10%
FBS)

(b)

(c)

L-15: Supernatants for both NM1 and NM2 suspended in L-15 were colourless, indicating that no AgNM are present as confirmed by UV-vis spectroscopy, DLS and PALS measurements.
L-15 + 10% FBS: Supernatants for both NM1 and NM2 suspended in L-15 + 10% FBS were pale
yellow in colour indicating the presence of discrete Ag-NMs, confirmed by the characteristic surface
plasmon resonance (SPR) absorbance observed at ~410nm in the UV-vis spectra. PALS
measurements show that both newly suspended Ag-NMs possess a negative surface charge, related
to a potential change in surface chemistry of the NM in the presence of FBS (Fig 1).
Fig. 1. Characterisation data
NM1 in L-15 + 10% FBS
dNM = 155.2±35.6 nm

ζ = -13.4±15.9 mV

λmax = 408.4nm

Fig. 3. TEM slides of typical control (a), NM1 (b) & AgNO3 (c) exposed spheroids.

NM2 in L-15 + 10% FBS
dNM = 211.6±82.6 nm

Uptake and distribution:

ng Ag per 1000 spheroids

Preliminary data (requires further replication, fish n = 2-4) from the uptake and distribution work suggests
the Ag content of the media is low in the NM exposures (~2% of nominal) as expected with the observed
precipitation (Table 1). Initial measured concentrations have not yet been analysed. The measured AgNO3
concentrations
were
~25% of nominal were ~25% of Table 1
nominal until 6h and then Measured Ag
dropped of to 4% at 24h. concn. (µg/mL;
Interestingly, spheroid uptake % of nominal)
0h
1h
3h
6h
24h
suggests an opposite pattern with
TBC 0.004 (-)
0.002 (-)
0.001 (-)
0.002 (-)
lower concentrations measured Control
in AgNO3 exposed relative to AgNM1
TBC 0.015 (1.5) 0.017 (1.7) 0.024 (2.4) 0.018 (1.8)
NM exposed (Fig. 4). It is
currently unclear if this is due to a NM2
TBC 0.012 (1.7) 0.012 (1.7) 0.017 (2.5) 0.017 (2.5)
difference in efficiency of the
TBC 0.145 (23) 0.172 (27) 0.137 (22)
0.027 (4.3)
analysis method of media vs AgNO3
cells, or if the spheroids uptake
proportionally
more Ag-NMs Fig. 4. Spheroid total Ag concentration
compared to AgNO3.
Interestingly, an in vivo study
500
NP1
investigating the fate of Ag-NMs
NP2
in trout found Ag concentrations
400
AgNO3
were higher in all tissues in fish
Control
exposed to Ag-NMs via a higher
300
salinity (12 ppt) compared to
moderate and low salinities5
200
(L-15 media has a total inorganic
salt content of 9 ppt). L-15
100
chloride concentration is also of
interest in regard to the toxicity
observed.6
0
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ζ = -14.8±15.9 mV
λmax = 409.1 nm

The precipitates recovered from all experiments retained the properties of the parent Ag-NM prior to
suspension in cell culture media: recovered NM1 did not suspend in conventional laboratory
solvents; recovered NM2 suspended in cyclohexane and exhibited the characteristic SPR
absorbance at ~425 nm and a mean size of ~6.5 nm as determined by UV-vis spectroscopy and DLS
respectively. Example TEM imaging of NM2 particles before and after recovery from precipitate is
shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Bright field TEM images of NM2: before exposure to the cell culture media (a),
after the exposure to L-15 (b) and L15 + 10% FBS (c). The scale bars are 10 nm.
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